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I. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to summarize ongoing research regarding water management and rice cultivation in Japan’s agricultural sector. Of specific interest is the formulation and implementation of a set of legislative decisions which established an institutional framework for agricultural resource management and development throughout Japan, including the *Arable Land Replotment Law of 1899*, the *Land Improvement Law of 1949*, and their related amendments. The 1949 legislation is considered to be especially important since it proposed the creation of small-scale administrative units for agricultural development known as Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku). The present opportunity to conduct case study analyses of the operation of at least two of these Districts, one in Tōhoku and the other in the Kansai region, will permit the development of several propositions about the functioning of these political-administrative entities in relation to the land-use and water control requirements of irrigated agriculture. A long-range implication of this research is the possible comparison of the institutional structure for the modernization of agricultural regions in the United States and Japan.

It is significant to note that analysis of the political-administrative framework found in the agricultural sector is largely absent from the Western area studies literature on Japan. This lacunae in the literature presents certain research problems and opportunities which might be summarized as follows. First, there is a need for careful
study of the 20th century legislation for land improvement in Japan: a central objective of preliminary research should therefore include the development of a detailed annotated bibliography on this topic, with special reference to the Land Improvement District (Tochi Kairyō Ku). A second need is to supplement study of the national legislation with analysis of the actual District concept adopted at the local level: we expect to trace the implementation of post-WWII legislation through field interviews and study of local documents in at least two case studies. A third objective is to evaluate critically the ways in which the methodology of this research either contributes or fails to support field work in Japan. These three points: a preliminary assessment of the literature; a summary of field work impressions regarding water management in areas of irrigated agriculture; and the examination (and re-examination) of certain questions raised by field work form the outline of the essay to follow.

II. Brief Discussion of Land Improvement Districts.

(a) Background

Before describing the policy concepts which are the object of our study, it is necessary to discuss briefly some of the salient features of the irrigation system and our approach to this resource management problem. These observations are based on ongoing field work in Japan.

The irrigation system, in general terms, is a method for moving water from a river, well, or reservoir to the actual site of crop production. This task is accomplished by means of a water distribution system composed of canals which pass more or less adjacent to each plot of arable land. In contrast to a typical drainage network which gathers water from many sources, ultimately forming into a single river, water for irrigation purposes is usually tapped at a single point and dispersed across the land in an increasingly complex grid of channels. The resulting pattern of land-use and water control is one that has been influenced not only by such natural features as geomorphological conditions, but also the highly localized demands of human settlements. Historically, a key problem has been the equitable distribution of water: those farmers closest to the fluvial source have exercised much greater control over how and where water could be used.

How has government helped to organize and give direction to an agricultural régime where the availability of water cannot be taken for granted but must be consciously supplied according to the demands of rice production? This is the general policy question we wish to explore in this paper.
It is of interest because by asking how policy has coordinated the movement of water to (and from) specific sites for crop production we thus give explicit consideration to the spatial characteristics inherent to such organization of area. Traditionally, this question has been seen largely as a technological problem only, that of developing the infrastructure needed to both drain and supply water in an efficient manner. However, in the case of Japan’s small-scale administrative units for land management (Tochi Kairyō Ku) we have an opportunity to clarify how technology and administrative organization are both relied on in the coordination of the complex physical and social variables which comprise the system of resource-use found in areas of irrigated agriculture.4 We might summarize the perspective to be developed as an attempt to assess how land management institutions influence resource-use, particularly the water and land components of the irrigation system in a given agricultural area.5

(b) Legislation.

The purpose of the *Land Improvement Law of 1949* has been to both maintain and promote increases in the production of food and other farm produce through the improvement, development, and consolidation of farm land. The means for realizing this goal is the creation of a Land Improvement District (Tochi Kairyō Ku), at the request of at least two-thirds of the landowners and land cultivators of a given area, which is responsible for the execution of defined projects, collection of matching monies from participating farmers, and maintenance of the facilities established.6 In the development of legislation which led to the establishment of these Districts, Japanese policy makers appear to have been primarily concerned with the size of farm blocks for modernization (replotment), and the rapid removal of those social and environmental factors which hindered the shift to more mechanized agricultural production. Types of projects include the following: construction of irrigation and drainage facilities, block readjustment, land reclamation, reservoir development, and resolution of disputes regarding legal rights to land and water facilities.7

Some idea of the complexity of these land improvement projects, especially since 1949, can be gleaned by considering several statistics. As of 1961, for example, there were 13,163 Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) in Japan covering an area of 3,229,000 Ha. At this time the percentage distribution of land improvement activity was as follows: forty-three percent of these projects were concerned primarily with irrigation and drainage; twenty-one percent concentrated on farm roads and bridges, etc., and sixteen percent were involved with land replotment.8 The
average area of these Districts in 1962 was 250 Ha, although Unions of Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku Rengō), that is, the establishment of a separate District and later unification with adjacent Districts in the interest of efficiency, totaled 139 (1961) and averaged 2,471 Ha. A map of the distribution of Land Improvement Districts as of 1956 has been published previously by the senior author of this study.

Several of the factors which influenced the development of the District concept in Japan's agricultural areas may be summarized as follows. Modern policies for land improvement can be traced back to the beginning of the Meiji period, although formal legislation for the improvement of agricultural areas was technically promulgated in 1899 as the *Arable Land Replotment*. The 1899 Law was amended several times in the first decade of the 20th century, in an effort to encourage development of drainage facilities and to clarify subsidy procedures. A key factor subsequent to 1914 was the establishment of Land Replotment Associations (Kōchi Seiri Kumiai) which specified the percentage of landowners to be involved if the petition for cost-sharing with the National and Prefectural government was to be approved. The association format was an important forerunner to the District concept adopted after the post-WWII land reform, as found in the *Land Improvement Law of 1949*. Some of the important changes in the more recent legislation include: (1) the decision to allow tenant farmers (as well as landowners) to participate in improvement projects; (2) the increasingly large scale of these projects due to greater national government involvement; (3) the expectation that facility maintenance costs would be borne largely at the local level, as distinct from the actual construction of facilities (such as dams and headworks) which was deemed to be a national government responsibility; and (4) low-cost loans and other programs were made available to farmers through provisions of the 1949 Law.

Questions about the purpose, complexity, and precedents for modern legislation for agricultural land improvement each represent important areas of study in the analysis of the modernization of Japan's agricultural sector. Essays in the Japanese literature address each of these points in terms of the regional characteristics and the distribution of Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku). In particular, it has been noted that land improvement is one of the important factors which cause areal differentiation through changing dynamic relationships between man and land or through the functional reorganization of the human ecosystem in the area concerned. In the pages to follow, we will continue to pursue this theme although
our objective in this case is the development of a methodology which might be applied directly to an assessment of the functional operation of individual Land Improvement Districts, leading to a more detailed understanding of this policy concept for efficient farm management in irrigated agricultural areas.

III. Field Study in Japanese Geography: Initial Impressions.

Policy concepts in isolation tell us little about the peculiar resource management problems found in areas of irrigated agriculture, or how (and whether or not) these Districts actually help to stimulate land management programs in Japan. Clearly, it will be necessary to develop a series of specific questions for assessing the functioning of these administrative units for resource management and development. We will illustrate this point briefly by summarizing several initial impressions of the operation of the Land Improvement District (Tochi Kairyō Ku).

The Japanese case presents at least two peculiar problems in the study of government policy for rice production. First is the long history of agricultural activity which has solidified both in practice and in common law a cooperative system of water-use between groups of farmers often located in different villages. This point, when considered in light of the paucity of Japan's agricultural land (less than fifteen percent of the country is arable), may help to clarify the common generalization that agricultural land-use, especially rice production, is highly intensive. Second is the distinct regional variation of agricultural land-use activity, as reflected by the geophysical units upon which production occurs, ranging from intermountain valleys and diluvial upland terraces to agriculture located on floodplains or elsewhere on the alluvial fans adjacent to coastal areas. These two points suggest that the previously reviewed legislation must in fact contend with very real social and physical impediments to the equitable distribution of water for rice production.15)

It has been possible to begin to address these points through preliminary field observations of rice production on both a diluvial upland terrace in Tōhoku (Kitakami River), and a coastal area of extensive land reclamation in Kyūshū (Kuma River, Heiya). Perhaps the most striking feature of these two agricultural sites is the sophistication of water control. The experience of walking through these irrigated areas focuses attention on a complex infrastructure which keeps water in nearly constant motion, not just in the rivulets leading to individual fields, but also between the agricultural villages either clustered on the footslopes of the mountains or stretched along improved rural roads. The impression that water control for rice production
is a problem that traverses village boundaries is supported by those aspects of the literature on rural Japan which discuss the historical water conflicts between groups of landowners or tenants depending on their location on a particular water course. A common theme is that modern rationalization of water supply has radically transformed the social relationships associated with those traditional irrigation systems incapable of supplying water on demand. The movement of water between villages also calls attention to the extensive nature of the irrigation system. This factor raises several important questions about the study of irrigation systems and village units which will be discussed in more detail below.

An important objective of contemporary work by social scientists has been the study of changes in the village social structure in Japan: the classic Beardsley, et al. study of Village Japan illustrates this point, as do a number of recently published books in Japanese rural studies. However, the limitations of this method for analyzing the irrigation system has yet to receive careful scrutiny. It may be pointed out, for example, that although traditional studies of East and Southeast Asian society have been based on the village, this approach presents certain problems in the examination of irrigation systems which by their very structure extend beyond the village boundary. We will illustrate this point by looking briefly at an example of contemporary Western research on rural Japan, Shimpo’s study of Shiwa village in Iwate Prefecture.

Shimpo’s sociological study of economic development and social change in a Japanese farming community sheds new light on the tremendous changes in social relationships and community structure which have occurred with the modernization of the water distribution system. But it is also interesting to note three important factors that remain undeveloped in this monograph. Absent from this book, for example, is an adequate description of the regional context of the village under study, including an appraisal of resource endowments (particularly water), which form an important backdrop for the problems faced in the modernization of this agricultural community. This study also fails to compare its findings with other agricultural areas in Japan, leaving students of the modernization of the agricultural sector with the difficult problem of attempting to make highly qualified generalizations based on only one case study. And finally, while reference is made in this book to the changing nature of policy requirements for government subsidization of land improvement projects, this information is used primarily to analyze changes in Shiwa at the community or village level.
These three criticisms of the Shimpo study, in combination, draw attention to an undeveloped aspect of Western research on rural Japan, that of assessing the administrative structure for water distribution in areas of irrigated agriculture. A more detailed examination of Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) would address this problem by identifying some of the regional aspects of this resource management problem, as found in at least two environmental settings, each of which have programs for water-use based on historical precedent. By means of detailed mapping, legislative study, and interviews, ongoing field work is attempting to define, in particular, how the boundaries of these small-scale administrative units have been established. Some of the questions which guide bibliographical and field research of the functional characteristics of the Districts concept are listed below:

(1) Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) are designed to resolve certain land-use problems—What sorts of problems were to be resolved in the particular site in question; (2) What kind of resistance was there by local landowners to the proposed attempt to modernize the given regional area; (3) Was there any adjustment of the detailed rules of the national legislation in response to local needs; (4) Has the District accomplished the goals it set for itself; (5) What peculiar problems occurred in the implementation of the District-idea in the area under study and how might these problems be compared and contrasted with other Districts in different agricultural areas; (6) Has urbanization of the region caused specific problems in the functional operation of the District—Specifically, are urban interests represented on the supervisory committee of the District; and (7) What are some of the differences between the pre- and post-WWII agenda for land improvement in a given agricultural setting? It is anticipated that this list of questions will be expanded as field work continues.

IV. Selected Problems in the Study of Water Resource Management Policy in Japan’s Agricultural Areas.

It would be useful at this point to review briefly some of the problems associated with the attempt to grasp the functional operation of Japan’s legislation for Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku). The two areas that have comprised the core of the past year’s research agenda are: (1) a tentative definition of the institutional framework for agricultural resource management; and (2) language study and translation as they relate to field data collection. A brief review of work in these areas might provide us with a more refined agenda for the second year of this
research project.

(a) Geography and Resource Management in Areas of Irrigated Agriculture: How Might Theory Support the Inductive Approach?

A long-range goal of current research on the formulation and implementation of policy for Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) is to develop several propositions about the functional operation of these administrative entities. Thus, research in the field has led to further comparison of the operation of these administrative units and the theoretical approaches developed in Geography for the study of resource management problems. The dialogue that has been established with students of agricultural policy in Japan has suggested the necessity of reappraising and further elaborating the perspective to be developed: it now seems that a more detailed understanding of a geographical approach to the study of the administrative components of the irrigation system is needed in the year to come.

The study of natural resources and their management is well established in the field of Geography and might be sketched as follows. Traditionally, the field has been concerned with the pattern and distribution of natural resources and the interactions of associated phenomena in particular areas.\textsuperscript{20} The resulting research in inventory and classification identifies a persistent theme in the geographical approach to such study, that of clarifying areal patterns in the analysis and use of natural resources.\textsuperscript{21} Inherent to such geographical research is an appreciation of a complex functional relationship that organizes the definition of resources, namely, the recognition that the physical and biotic world is essentially 'neutral material' that is manipulated by cultural processes in order to satisfy changing human needs.\textsuperscript{22} The appraisal of natural resources, the cultural application of technology, and changes in man's psychological and material needs are of fundamental importance to natural resource study; for geographers the regional pattern of such interaction is a distinguishing characteristic to be scrutinized carefully.\textsuperscript{23}

Contemporary research in resources management has expanded on the regional perspective, both with regard to the actual decisions of society concerning resource allocation and development policy,\textsuperscript{24} and continuing refinement of the geomorphological concepts which attempt to explain natural processes.\textsuperscript{25} Work on the behavioral aspects of resource management decision-making, the question of the potential range of choice regarding resource-use, may be singled out for its wide-ranging implications for the field of study at present.\textsuperscript{26} Research by Gilbert White illustrates this point in terms of two models, one concerned with identifying and evaluating risk and
uncertainty in the human adjustment to natural systems (natural hazard studies), and a second dealing with those elements which enter into the decision-making process regarding the actual and theoretical range of choice in resource management (a geographical policy model). Particularly in the case of the latter policy model we have a comprehensive summary of the main components of contemporary resource management studies by geographers, including: (1) Perceived Range of Choice—the range of resource-use recognized by the resource manager; (2) Resource Estimates—judgements about the quantity and quality of the physical resources available; (3) Technology—as it is affected by future demand, production and actual use of resources; (4) Spatial Linkages—the relationship of a given use to other resource-uses in contiguous or functionally related areas; and (5) Social Guides—the customs, attitudes, education, and organizations of a society that influence (1) through (4) above. The many studies which build on such analysis of the attitudes and perceptions of resource managers and consumers, and the application of behavioral methodology to prescriptive and descriptive critiques of resource management policy, are summarized in several reviews of the field.

With specific reference to a geographical perspective on resource management policy for areas of irrigated agriculture, the basic question that has guided research to date may be stated as follows: How might we assess the institutional framework for water resource development in Japan’s agricultural areas? Though general and perhaps overly broad this question served as a starting point for the study of the Japanese case. It was adopted, in large part, based on three sources: White’s call for additional research in resource management; Ackerman and Lof’s exhaustive study of technology and American water development; and Sewell’s comments about water resources planning and policy making in Canada. Research by other geographers that influenced early thinking, in addition to the work reviewed in this section, includes: (1) the work of Political Geographers such as Whittlesey, Kasperson and Minghi, and Stetzer regarding the study of the political organization of area at a scale smaller than the nation-state and (2) studies of agricultural areas in East and Southeast Asia by Ginsburg, Eyre, Vandermeer, Cantor, Spencer, and Nishikawa. Work by the latter group in particular typifies a geographical perspective on irrigation systems that gives explicit consideration to the regional (and systemic) components of water resources management in agricultural areas.

Ackerman’s research can be singled out, however, because of its selective analysis, in part, of the administrative components of water development and management
in agricultural areas. A specific quote from this work which was used as an early definition of the kinds of technological and administrative problems Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) would be expected to contend with is as follows:

Discretely considered, the problem of matching water supply and water demand is one of adjusting volume, flow, quality, and unit cost of production and distribution to the volume, nature, intensity and location of demand. Technology and administrative organization go hand in hand toward meeting this problem within a given cultural and physical environment... If technology is directed especially toward mastery of the physical environment, administrative organization may be seen as a means of facilitating or depressing the flow of services from that resource...

Within the context of this water supply and demand question, three broad categories are listed which identify the general functions of administrative organizations for water resource development, including: Planning for Development; Realization of Development; and Operational Management. Ackerman and Lof's contention was that these three functions were universally applicable to organizational problems, an idea which they summarized as the study of "the geographical scope of administrative problems". Specific questions are developed for each of these categories which will not be discussed here due to space limitations.

In subsequent papers we will need to clarify further the apparently complex role of administrative organization in the management of the land and water components of agricultural production, particularly with regard to the functional operation of administrative units for management of the irrigation system. It is not at all clear, however, how to proceed with this objective without a far more refined definition of such terms as 'administrative organization' and 'institutional structure' for resource management. In a recent review of the field Mitchell addresses this problem in great detail, concluding that although the issue of institutional arrangements is a significant research question, a disturbing fact is that:

little consensus has emerged regarding what is meant by 'institutional arrangements'. Individuals have developed their own operational definitions, making direct comparison difficult if not impossible. Lack of agreement over the nature of the research problem represents a serious weakness. Such a situation hinders replication and verification of findings.

This problem of the range of definitions used has also been addressed by Wengert, who succinctly notes that the institutional concept is, "an umbrella term to incorporate behavioral, social, and managerial variables". Ackerman and Lof's analysis is useful in spite of these qualifications, but the huge body of literature that can be
found in Japanese regarding irrigation, when combined with the confusion surrounding terminology definitions, requires a more specific format for analyzing the way institutional arrangements influence the resource management process in areas of irrigated agriculture.

(b) Language Study and Field Data Collection.

Definitional problems, as outlined in the preceding section, have direct implications for the second category of research in Japan, ‘language study and translation as they relate to field data collection’. First, with regard to language study it suggests the need for a more thorough analysis of the institutional arrangements, and their definition, as found in the Japanese legislation for land improvement. Second, with regard to field work interviews it raises questions about how to most efficiently collect data when meeting with farmers, agricultural officials, etc. We will briefly discuss each of these points.

Ongoing reading of the Japanese literature points out the complexity of irrigation problems and the special importance that should be placed on a detailed historical evaluation of policy concepts for agricultural land improvement in Japan. It has been suggested by Japanese scholars that the historical dimension of the proposed research should be expanded but to date it appears best to limit this initial inquiry primarily to the latter half of the 20th century. One advantage of this approach is that it allows us to update previous work by the senior author of this study. Although one is reminded of Whittlesey’s comment that an important challenge to Geography is the possibility of observing the “process in which laws and regions figure as protagonist and antagonist,” particularly the need for a “survey of a code or body of law in its environmental setting over a period of years”, this research project has not been designed explicitly in terms of historical questions. Perhaps this is a question we can address at a later date as noted by the questionnaire (page 59): at least one of the questions, number seven, is aimed at the collection of information relating to the similarities and differences of the objectives of land improvement projects both before and after WWII.

Prior to beginning research in Japan it was decided to attempt to develop a ‘selected annotated bibliography’ of pertinent reports, documents, and scholarly critiques of agricultural resource management policy in Japan. The objective of this project has been further delineated with the selection of the legislation for Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) as the primary topic of interest. Support for the continuation of research on this topic in the year ahead is strong. We
have recast the idea slightly and have now labeled it, tentatively, 'a Japanese-English dictionary of water resource management policy concepts—selected examples from agricultural areas'. It is anticipated that the format will be the same as that found in an annotated bibliography as illustrated by Harris' work in the field of Geography\(^{41}\), although individual annotations will be expanded somewhat since this survey will be selective as opposed to comprehensive. Since work on this project has just begun it is not possible to comment in more detail at this time.

Continuing work on a review of land improvement has been crucial to the initial field trips to Tōhoku (Kitakami River) and Kyūshū (Kuma River). As part of research at the University of Tokyo, regional land-use maps and a tentative questionnaire have been developed for such on-site research. (In the case of the questionnaire, some of the questions are reviewed on page 59.) The questionnaire approach, we should emphasize, is at an initial stage of development. Its major problems seem to be two-fold: (1) the differing perspective of the researcher and local government employees and/or local farmers; and (2) lack of readily available material with which to prepare for the complicated problem of data collection in the field. The complexity of interviewing in Japanese, even when assisted by a native speaker, is very pronounced. It is clear, for example, that it is necessary initially to explain in detail the nature of a foreigner's interest in Japanese agriculture. The problem of encouraging people to be at ease with the researcher's questions was previously encountered by the junior author in an earlier study of agriculture in the United States.\(^{42}\) But there are obvious linguistic and cultural differences to be confronted when conducting field work in Japan. There are also problems when questions regarding organizational structure touch on how 'representatives' are selected from local groups of farmers to act as leaders in the water distribution and drainage programs since the response may be 'political' in content. This problem was encountered, for example, in response to question five of the questionnaire, as listed on page 59.

Problems in the questionnaire's technical design, on the other hand, are in part related to resources available in Japan. It has been helpful to review Platt's *Field Study in American Geography*\(^{43}\), as well as some of the materials used in Ginsburg's Geography of East Asia course, such as his memo regarding the *Reconnaissance and Analysis of Foreign Areas*, and his exercise and essay regarding the *Use of Topographic Maps*\(^{44}\). However, the scale of the Land Improvement District (Tochi Kairyū Ku) is so small, in many cases, that these research tools, though useful,
have been of limited help. Clearly, the question of field data collection is at a
different stage of development in comparison with the library-based annotated bibliogra-
phy project and therefore requires more thorough evaluation in the year ahead
through discussions at The University of Tōkyō and The University of Chicago.

V. Conclusion.

The preceding essay is a preliminary assessment of research on the role of
Land Improvement Districts (Tochi Kairyō Ku) in the modernization of Japan’s
agricultural sector, with particular attention to water resource management policy.
Further clarification and expansion of this research project is anticipated, principally
by means of the aforementioned dictionary of policy concepts and further develop-
ment of a questionnaire for field study. In this fashion we expect to develop further
a set of techniques which will facilitate the collection of data about the operation
of the Land Improvement District (Tochi Kairyō Ku) in specific agricultural settings
in Japan.

In a future paper we also hope to explore the possible development of a typo-
logical system for discussing regional differences in Japan’s agricultural areas. This
idea is now being analysed in terms of differences between the national legislation
for land improvement and the actual operation of local Land Improvement Districts
(Tochi Kairyō Ku). Further classification of the factors which influence resource-
use in agricultural areas might include: (1) the importation and adoption of Ameri-
can legal concepts during the post-WWII occupation; (2) urbanization influences;
and (3) international factors such as changing dietary habits in Japan. Each of
these three points may also be discernible in the functional operation of Land Im-
provement Districts in Japan’s agricultural areas.

The authors would like to acknowledge the assistance received in the develop-
ment of this paper from Norton Ginsburg, Professor and Chairman, Department of
Geography, The University of Chicago, and Satō Testuo, Graduate Student, Institute
of Human Geography, The University of Tōkyō. The following institutions have
provided essential financial support for ongoing work in Japan: the Center for Far
Eastern; Studies, The University of Chicago; The Rotary Foundation; The Toyota
Foundation; and the Inter-University Center for Language Study in Tōkyō.
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日本の近代化における土地改良区の役割

西川 治・ラッツ, ギル

この研究の目的は、日本の米作の近代化に対して基本的な役割を果たして来た一連の立法措置、とくに水と土地資源の開発と管理に制度的枠組を与えてきた耕地整理法と土地改良法とに着目し、それらが個々のかんがい農業地域において具体的にどのような効力を発揮してきたか、またどのようにして法自体が修正されてきたのか、これらの点について解明するための方法論的準備にある。そこで、土地改良区において行政組織と技術の両者が、資源利用と管理のシステムを構成する自然的ならびに社会的因子の複合をいかに調整しているか、この点に関する研究を効果的に行うための若干の方法論的検討を試みた。

これまでの欧米人による日本の地域研究に大きく欠けていたのは、農業の近代化に関する政治・行政的枠組の分析であった。しかも農村の研究はコミュニティー区域内に限定され、村域をこえる規模のかんがいシステムに即した資源管理の地域組織の考察はなおざりにされていた。

著者らは、このような土地改良区に関する政治・行政地理学的研究を日本の事例に即していくつか実施した上で、将来は日本と米国における、さらに東南アジアにおけるかんがい農業政策の比較研究へ進むことを目指すものである。
西川は、本学理学系研究科地理学専門課程の研究生であるラッツの指導教官として、その研究計画の内容に若干の改訂を加え、とりあえず予報の形でここに掲載することにした。ラッツは、この問題に関する研究成果をふまえて、近い将来シカゴ大学へ Ph.D の請求論文を提出する予定である。また、それに付随して、農業水利関係の術語の小和英辞典を編集する準備も進めている。これらの国際的共同研究の進め方に対して山口岳志助教授から適切な助言を受けた。記して謝意を表する。